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CSL Signs Synergy RFID Inc. as Stocking Distributor for Northern 
and Latin American Regions	

 
— Convergence Systems Limited's advanced RFID solution provides Synergy RFID's 
VARs and ISVs in the Americas region with a complete package of UHF products— 

 
 

December 4th 2017 Hong Kong,  Convergence Systems 

Limited (CSL), a global company providing passive 

RFID products and active RTLS equipment, today 

announced that Synergy RFID will bring their valued 

clients in North and Latin America a complete lineup 

of high-performing and economical UHF products. As 

CSL's newest stocking distributor, Synergy RFID expands CSL's reach with 

groundbreaking new technology like the recently-released CS108 Bluetooth RFID 

Mobile Reader. 

"With the recent launch of our newest the CS108 Bluetooth® RFID Reader, we 

needed to strengthen our distribution capabilities for the Americas region and have 

a stronger service and support capability for our growing ecosystem of value-added 

resellers and system integrators in the region," said Jerry Garrett, CSL Managing 

Director. "Adding Synergy RFID with their extensive experience in RFID and well-

established regional coverage especially in Latin America was a win-win for both 

companies." 

"Synergy RFID is extremely proud to offer CSL products to our RFID VARs and 

ISVs, providing them with a complete platform of UHF products that offer a great 

price -performance value. The CSL technology platform allows Synergy to serve 



new markets and continue its commitment to providing the most extensive and 

complementary line of RFID products in the market." explains Daniel Montserrat, 

Synergy RFID General Manager. 

The partnership between CSL and Synergy RFID provides new levels of service and 

support to the region as it gives Synergy RFID's ISVs and VARs access to some of 

the most advanced and versatile RFID products. 

About Convergence Systems Limited 

Founded in 2000, Convergence Systems Limited is a leading design 

engineering and manufacturer of radio frequency ID (RFID) readers, antennas, 

modules, tags and custom designed OEM RFID products. CSL is unique in providing 

both passive Electronic Product Code™ (EPC) Gen 2 RFID products, as well as, a full 

line of active RTLS RFID products. CSL delivers a broad portfolio of RFID hardware 

that comply with global frequency certifications for retail applications, logistics 

management, supply chain, manufacturing, pharmaceutical, access control, 

transportation and other specialized uses.  

CSL maintains business operations in three locations: Hong Kong is home to 

product development and global sales; Dongguan, China is the manufacturing site 

for all products; and Dallas, Texas is the site of warehouse operations for North 

American sales as well as local manufacturing requirements.   

CSL is a member of standards organization RAIN RFID, AIM and EPC Global, 

CSL is headquartered in Hong Kong with global distribution channels. For more 

information, visit www.convergence.com.hk 

 

About SynergyRFID, LLC 

 Synergy RFID is an RFID-focused value-added distributor in North America 

and Latin America. Synergy RFID works exclusively with VAR Partners and ISVs, 

providing them with complete solutions at competitive prices. The company brings 

unequaled expertise to the market, and offers first rate sales and technical support. 

For more information about Synergy RFID, please contact sales@synergyrfid.com or 

visit www.synergyrfid.com. 


